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CAREER
DESCRIPTION
The field of data analytics encompasses a wide variety of data-related careers. Typically, a data
science firm works to capture,
maintain, process, and analyze
data and then communicate the
results. Data scientists are able to
translate enormous amounts of
data into answers that stakeholders
in varying industries can utilize.
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HOW TO START
1. Take Beloit College Courses in:
• Programming/Coding
• Databases
• Statistics & Quantitative Methods
• Storytelling Using Data
• Online Coding and Analytics Courses
• Data Analytics Internships

FACTS &
FIGURES
• Number of Jobs in 2020: 700,000*
• Job outlook: 26% (2018-2028)*
• Starting salary: $59,424/yr*
• Mid-career salary: $84,000/yr*
• Typical Entry-Level Education:

Bachelor’s Degree

*Data taken from Forbes, GlassDoor, PayScale, and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics

2. Talk to faculty: Diep Phan and
Laura Grube
3. Connect with Beloit Alum in
accounting careers & visit the Career and
Community Engagement Center

SOFT SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Creative Problem-Solving
Productive Collaboration & Flexibility
Organizational Skills
Focus & Attention to Detail

HARD SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Programming Languages:
Python, R, SAS, SQL
Data Management
Model-Building

Anthony works as an
Analytics Manager at Merkle Inc, a
global marketing agency. His job is
two-fold: he works directly with data
flows, extracting, transforming, and
loading: but he also manages a team,
oversees projects, and
maintains client relations. Being an
Analytics Manager is busy and intense,
but most things can be done remotely,
so Anthony typically works from home
two days a week. His favorite part of
his job is being able to use his
creativity and problem solving skills
at work.

“

WHAT
ATTRACTED ME
TO DATA SCIENCE
WAS THE
POSSIBILITY OF
PREDICTING THE

“

FUTURE
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Elom works for the
medical care provider
Florida Blue as a data scientist,
creating predictive models that
analyze and improve the health
of customers. Elom
always had a strong interest in
math and feels lucky to be able
to use it in his career. He spends
most of his workday coding and
works 9AM to 5PM with a lunch
break. After graduating from
Beloit, Elom obtained a master’s
degree in Advanced Analytics,
which served as a springboard to
the field of data science.

